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1. INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Guide :
The purpose of this guide is to ensure maritime transportation of hazardous
substances by Likit Kimya Industry and Trade Inc. owned coastal facility that
(hereinafter referred to as LIKIT PORT) which includes an offshore platform
(dolphin), pumping station, pipelines and terminal is economic, rapid, safe, highquality with minimal negative impact on the environment.
Scope of the Guide :
This guide contains the duties, responsibilities, precautions to be taken and the
rules to be followed by all parties (shipmaster, cargo representative and coastal
facility operator) during the loading/discharging of hazardous substances at LIKIT
PORT, loading of cargo at the coastal facility, discharging of cargo from ships and
transport units, and declarations.
Legal Framework :
This guide has been prepared in accordance with Article 10 of the Regulation on
the Transport of Hazardous Substances by Sea and the "Hazardous Substances
Guide Practice Direction" of the Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and
Communication.
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1.1 General Information About the Facility:
1

Facility

Operator's

Name

/

Likit Kimya San. ve Tic. A.Ş.

Title
2

Contact

Information

Facility

Operator

of

the

(address,

Likit Kimya San. ve Tic. A.Ş.Sultanköy Merkez Mah.
İncirli

Mandıra

phone, fax, e-mail, and web

Marmaraereğlisi/Tekirdağ

page)

Fax: 0282 613 41 39

Caddesi

No:64

Phone: 0282 613 41 38–

info@likitkimya.com
www.likitkimya.com
3

Facility Name

LIKIT PORT (Likit Kimya San. Ve Tic. A.Ş. coastal
facility)

4

City

where

the

facility

is

TEKİRDAĞ

Located
5

Contact

Information

of

the

Sultanköy Mah. Ekşi elma Cad. No:28

Facility (address, telephone,

Marmara Ereğlisi / TEKİRDAĞ

fax, e-mail, and web page)

Tel: 0282 613 41 38– Faks: 0282 613 41 39
likitport@likitkimya.com
www.likitkimya.com

6

Geographical

Region

where

MARMARA Region

the Facility is Located
7

Port Authority of the Facility

Tekirdağ Port Authority

and Contact Details

Address: Hürriyet Mah. 59030 Merkez/Tekirdağ
Phone: +90 282 261 20 25 Fax: 282 262 91 62
tekirdag.liman@uab.gov.tr

8

The Municipality to which the

Marmaraereğlisi Municipality

Facility is Affiliated and its

Address: Cedid Ali Paşa Mah. Perinthos Caddesi No: 51

Contact Information

Marmaraereğlisi/Tekirdağ
Phone: (0850) 440 09 59 Fax: (0850) 440 09 99
info@marmaraereglisi.bel.tr

9

Name of the Free Zone or
Organized

Industrial

Facility is not located in a free zone

Zone

where the Facility is Located
10

Validity

Date

of

Coastal

No:3514-D1

Facilities Operation Permit /

Datae:29.09.2021

Temporary Operation Permit

Validity Date: 29.09.2024

Certificate
11

Facility Operating Status (x)

Port Management (Own Load and 3rd Party Load)

12

Facility

Cemil YİĞİT– Facility Manager

Supervisor's

Name

and Surname, Contact Details

Phone: 0282 613 41 38– Fax: 0282 613 41 39

(phone, fax, e-mail)

Mobile: 0 534 501 1736
likitport@likitkimya.com

5

cemil_yiğit@likitkimya.com
13

14

Name and Surname of the

Melih İÇÖZ – Port Operations Manager

Facility's

Phone: 0282 613 41 38– Fax: 0282 613 41 39

Hazardous

Substance Operations Officer,

Mobile: 0 534 501 1736

Contact Details (phone, fax, e-

likitport@likitkimya.com

mail)

melih_icoz@likitkimya.com

Facility

Hazardous

Material

Önder İYİCE

Safety Consultant's Name and

Mobile: 0 534 501 1736 – 0532 600 24 11

Surname,

onderiyice@hotmail.com

Contact

Details

(phone, fax, e-mail)
15

Offshore Coordinates of the

Dolphin

: 410 00’ 29’’ N - 270 59’ 43’’ E

Facility

Pump Station : 41o 00 4
́ 0

N - 27o 58 ́33 E

16

Types

17

Ship Types That Can Berth at

Ships carrying bulk liquid chemicals, Ships carrying

The Facility

water

Facility's Distance to the Main

The distance of the storage area to the main road is

Road (Kilometres)

100 meters, the distance of the dolphin to the main

18

of

Hazardous Hazardous Liquid Bulk Cargoes in the IBC code
(Chemical and Similar Liquid Hazardous Bulk Cargoes)
Substances Handled at the
Class 3: UN 1090, 1120, 1123, 1170, 1173, 1219,
Facility (MARPOL ANNEX-1 & 1230, 1247, 1301, 2055, 2348
Class 8: UN 1779, 1805, 1814, 1824, 1830, 2789
IBC Code cargoes and asphalt
Class 6.1: UN 1593, 2821
/ bitumen)

road is 1300 meters and the distance of the pump
station to the main road is 500 meters.
19

Distance of the Facility to the
Railway
Railway

(Kilometres)
Connection

(Yes

Corlu Station Chiefdom 39 km away.

or
/

No)
20

Name of the Nearest Airport

Çorlu Airport is 18 km from the facility.

and its Distance to the Facility
(kilometres)
21

Load Handling Capacity of the

4.000.000 ton/year

Facility (Ton / Year; TEU /
Year; Vehicle / Year)
22

Whether

Scrap

Handling

is

Scrap handling is not carried out at the facility.

Carried Out at the Facility
23

Is There a Border Crossing?

No

(Yes/ No)
24

Is There a Customs Bonded

Yes

Area? (Yes/ No)
25

Load Handling Equipment and

Piping System, pig system

Capacities
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26

Storage Tank Capacity (m3)

Storage capacity of the tanks in the terminal is 66.200
m3

27

Open storage area (m2)

28

Semi-closed

Absent

storage

area

Absent

(m2)
29

Closed storage area (m2)

1400 m2

30

Designated Fumigation and /

No fumigation is done on the facility.

or

Fumigation

Decontamination Area
31

Pilotage and Tugboat Service

Pilotage:

Provider Name / Title and

Kamaradere District Mimar Sinan Avenue No:1 PK :17

Contact Details

59740 Marmara Ereglisi / TEKIRDAG
Phone:

BOTAŞ

+90

282

LNG

Operations

6115700/5791

Directorate

Fax: +90

282

6133548
VHF : 16/09
Tugboat Service: Safi Derince International Port
Management Inc. Orta District, D-100 Kuzey Yan Yol
Avenue, No: 26, A1 Block Floor:13, PK.34880 / Kartal
/ Istanbul / TURKEY – Phone: 0 262 281 27 00 Fax: 0
262 223 42 78
VHF : 16/09
32

Has

a

security

plan

been

Yes

created? (Yes/ No)
33

Waste

Reception

Facility

Capacity

Since Dolphin is not suitable for establishing a waste
reception facility due to its open structure, a "Waste
Collection Exemption" has been obtained from the
Ministry of Environment and Urbanization, valid for
one year from the start date of the coastal facility
operation permit.

34

Properties of areas such as

Required information and features are included in the

dock / pier etc.

tables below.

Unit Name

Dolphin Structure

Piece

Mooring
Dolphin
Berthing
Dolphin
Platform

Width
x
length
(m)

4

12 x
12

4

6 x 20

1

17 x
23

Max.
Length

Max. Width
(m)

273

20

Occupied
Area (m2)

1.447

7

Pier / Dock

Size

Width

(meter)

(meter)

No

Maximum

Minimum

water
depth
(meters)

Largest

ship

tonnage

and

Water

length to berth (DWT or GRT -

Depth

meters)

(meters)

North Dock
272
23
17,5
17
40000 DWT
South Dock
272
23
18
17
49900 DWT
Name of the pipeline (between Dolphin
Number
Length (meter)
Diameter
and Pump Station)

(piece)

(inch)

Chemical Pipeline (carbon steel)

2

4384

8

Chemical Pipeline (stainless steel)

1

4384

8

1.2 Loading/Discharging, handling and storage procedures for the
hazardous substances that are being handled and stored temporarily in
the coastal facility:
1.2.1 Hazardous Substances Handled:
In LIKIT PORT, bulk liquid cargoes (chemical and similar bulk dangerous cargoes)
are loaded/unloaded. Packaged cargo, bulk solid cargo, scrap cargo, explosive
materials, radioactive cargo, infectious cargo, and fumigated cargoes are not
loaded / unloaded.
Handled loads are as in the chart below.
UN NO

PROPER SHIPPING NAME

CLASS

C. CODE

PK. GRP.

LABEL

1090

ACETONE

3

F1

II

3

1120

BUTANOLS

3

F1

II

3

1123

BUTYL ACETATES

3

F1

II

3

1170

ETHANOL

3

F1

II

3

1173

ETHYL ACETATE

3

F1

II

3

1219

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL (ISOPROPANOL)

3

F1

II

3

1230

METHANOL

3

FT1

II

3(+6.1)

1301

VINYL ACETATE, STABILIZED

3

F1

II

3

1247

METHYL METHACRYLATE MONOMER, STABILIZED

3

F1

II

3

2055

STYRENE MONOMER, STABILIZED

3

F1

III

3

2348

BUTYL ACRYLATES, STABILIZED

3

F1

III

3

1593

DICHLOROMETHANE

6.1

T1

III

6.1

2821

PHENOL SOLUTION

6.1

T1

II

6.1

1779

FORMIC ACID

8

CF1

II

8 (+3)

1805

PHOSPHORIC ACID, SOLUTION

8

C1

III

8

1814

POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION

8

C5

II

8

8

1824

SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION

8

C5

II

8

1830

SULPHURIC ACID

8

C1

II

8

2789

ACEDIC ACID, GLACIAL

8

CF1

II

8 (+3)

1.2.2 Loading/discharging, handling and storage procedure for
dangerous goods:
1.2.2.1 General:
The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS 74)
Section VII Chapter B and Annex II of the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL73/78) contain mandatory provisions
to ensure the safe transport of bulk liquid dangerous cargoes by sea.
The International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk (IBC Code) has been published to regulate
the details of the mandatory provisions referred to by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and to provide a standard for the transportation of
toxic/harmful liquid chemicals by sea.
IBC Code; In order to ensure that the products within the scope of the Code
are transported in accordance with their specifications and to minimize the possible
negative effects of the said products on ships, ship personnel, other products, and
the marine environment; It contains rules on the construction standards and
designs of ships and ship equipment.
IBC Code rules will be practiced by those who produce the products within
the scope of the Code, ship officials, surveyors, and authorized organizations.
a. Transport of Products Covered by the IBC Code;
Products to which IBC Code provisions are applied, product name and
features and other issues related to these products are given in 4 different
categories in IBC Code Section 17 (as defined in MARPOL Annex II, Rule 6.1), and
information on products to which Code provisions are not applied is given in
Section 18. All persons involved in the transportation of the products given in
Section 17 of the IBC Code must carry out their transportation activities in
accordance with the provisions of the IBC Code.
In Chapter 17 of the IBC Code, the minimum precautions to be taken during
the transport of products covered by the Code are specified. (For example, which
chemical is allowed to be transported by which type of ship, which type of tank it
will be loaded, etc.) In addition to these precautions, special precautions, if any,
9

to be taken for each product are given in the "o" column of the table in Chapter
17. Explanations of these special requirements are given in Chapter 15 of the IBC
Code, and those involved in the transportation of products must carry out
transportation activities by fulfilling these special requirements. On the other hand,
the provisions of the IBC Code cannot be applied to the carriage of the products
listed in Chapter 18 of the IBC Code. However, the products in the aforementioned
list can be used when carrying out an evaluation regarding the transportation of
chemical products in bulk for which the hazards they may pose during their
transportation by sea have not been evaluated yet. The substances in question;
Although exempt from the provisions of the IBC Code, substances with pollution
category Z are subject to certain requirements of MARPOL Annex II. (e.g. ACETON)
b. Analysis of Mixed Products;
Any product recommended to be transported in bulk must be specified with
the correct technical name in the shipping documents. In cases where the product
is a mixture, in order to minimize the risks that may be encountered during
transportation, an analysis showing the dangerous components of the product will
be commissioned by the manufacturer to the accredited laboratories such as
TÜBİTAK laboratories with sufficient capacity on the subject and approved by the
manufacturer or an independent inspection, testing and auditing company expert.
c. Keeping Cargo Samples on Ships;
Samples to be kept on board must be stowed in an area determined in the
cargo area as per IBC Code 16.5.1. If the samples are exceptionally desired to be
stored elsewhere; must be stored in an area predetermined and approved by the
ship's classification society. The provisions of the IBC Code 16.5.2 and 16.5.3
should be considered when determining an area other than the cargo area. In
addition, cargo samples should not be kept on board for more than 3 months and
should not be kept in the accommodation area in order not to harm the ship's
personnel.
d. Providing Information to the Carrier;
IMO has published the communique numbered MSC-MEPC.2/Circ.7 in order
to remind those concerned about the mandatory information to be given to the
carrier before the cargo is transported in accordance with the provisions of MARPOL
Annex II and IBC Code. In the communique, it is emphasized that the viscosity
and melting point information of the product requested in paragraphs 16.2.6 and
16.2.9 of the IBC Code is given to the carrier before the product is transported,
10

and this information, which is important for some operations such as the prewashing process, must be supplied to the carriers by the shippers.
MARPOL ANNEX-II; It contains rules for the control of marine pollution from
bulk toxic liquids. Ships that bring dangerous liquid bulk cargo to LIKIT PORT and
LIKIT PORT or those come to take cargo will act in accordance with the rules
specified in MARPOL ANNEX-II in order to prevent marine pollution caused by these
substances. They will fulfil the detailed points in the Marine Pollution Emergency
Response Plans in order to prevent marine pollution caused by spilled toxic liquid
substances and, in case of any spillage, to intervene in the pollution, to eliminate
and restore the environmental damage caused.
Loading/discharging of hazardous substances to be handled at LIKIT PORT;
 International conventions (SOLAS and MARPOL),
 The regulations put into effect by IMO in this context (IBC Code, IMDG Code
etc.),
 European Agreement on the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by
Road (ADR),
 Actions will be carried out within the framework of national legislation
enacted within the scope of international legislation and IMO regulations.
1.2.2.2 Execution:
a. In the operation meeting held the day before, the equipment to be used,
the number of posts and the team are determined. The MSDS form of the cargo in
the ship notification is given to the HSE unit by the cargo representative at least 3
days in advance.
b. After the ship is securely moored to the dolphin with the help of the pilot
and moorings, a safety inspection is carried out on the ship. If there is an unsafe
situation, the situation is communicated to the ship representative, and it is
ensured that he takes precautions. Loading/discharging equipment and pipeline
selection suitable for the load are made by the Port Operations Manager. The
Ship/Shore Safety Checklist is mutually signed. A communication network is
established between the ship and the port facility.
c. Employees are present next to the flexible hoses to be connected to the
ship and act with the ship's crew in connecting liquid cargoes to the ship's inlet
and outlet manifolds.
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d. Appropriate pressure adjustment is made with the vessel. Overflow of
tanks is prevented and in case of danger, the ship's personnel is informed, and the
line is cut off.
1.2.2.3 Requirement:
a. For the purpose of detecting gas leaks that may occur in the coastal
facility, fixed and mobile gas detectors will be calibrated and ready for use.
b. All kinds of vehicles coming to the loading/discharging platform in the
facility will be completely free of static electricity, flame arrester apparatuses will
be installed on their exhausts, and they will be grounded. Flame arresters will be
provided by the Land Tanker operator. Land Tankers without flame arresters will
not be taken in LIKIT PORT. This feature will not be sought for tankers in ADR
standards.
c. Necessary warnings and warning signs will be placed around the handling
area. In dangerous places and situations, the relevant personnel will wear personal
protective clothing and equipment in accordance with occupational safety and
worker health criteria. Personnel who do not have personal protective clothing and
equipment suitable for their job descriptions and working areas will not be
employed.
d. Periodic maintenance, repair and calibration of the devices used will be
carried out and the certificate, journal, or registry documenting this will be kept
up to date.
e. In case of emergencies or accidents, first aid materials to be used for
intervention will be kept in easily accessible places that are known by the
personnel.
f. The communication equipment used in the coastal facility will be radios of
the type that are used in the loading / discharging operations of hazardous liquid
bulk cargoes which can be used safely in the flammable or explosive environments.
g. Flexible hoses used for loading/discharging hazardous liquid bulk cargoes;
a certificate showing type-approval, the pipe type, the maximum working pressure
of the pipe, the month and year of manufacture will be checked. The tests,
maintenance, and repairs of the pipes in question will be carried out in accordance
with the criteria specified in ISGOTT, and the relevant test reports and
maintenance and repair records will be kept. Hoses that will be used in loading /
discharging operations but are not in service will be stored in accordance with the
criteria specified in ISGOTT.
12

h. A sufficient number of electrical insulation flanges shall be available for
flexible hoses used in loading/discharging hazardous liquid bulk cargoes.
i. Port Operations Manager, Port Maintenance and Operation Chief and HSE,
who are the operators of coastal facilities where dangerous liquid bulk cargoes are
handled, are responsible for additional safety and security measures to be taken
at coastal facilities.
j. Port Operations Manager and Terminal Operations Manager at the facility
are responsible for handling dangerous liquid bulk cargoes in their work areas and
their duties are defined in the quality management system and will act within these
responsibilities.
k. In cargo operations and emergency situations, the ship's captain, and the
Port Operations Manager, depending on their areas of responsibility, will present
the following information to the port authority and other relevant parties, if
deemed necessary, regarding the dangerous liquid bulk cargoes that are
loaded/unloaded or transported.
(1) Master supplies;
 Proper shipping name, UN number and description of the physical and
chemical properties (including reactivity) of the hazardous substance.
 Load transfer, slop transfer, degassing, inerting, ballasting, ballast
discharge and tank cleaning procedures.
(2) Port Operations Manager supplies;
 Information on the special equipment required for the safe handling
and

loading/discharging

of

loads,

and

emergency

response

procedures, including the following points below:
 What to do in case of spills or leaks specified in the Emergency Plans,
 Measures to be taken to prevent accidental contact of persons with
dangerous

goods

within

the

scope

of

Emergency

Plan

and

Occupational Health and Safety,
 Firefighting procedures

specified

in the Emergency Plan and

appropriate communication systems to be used in case of fire.
l. Before and during the handling and loading/discharging operations of
dangerous liquid bulk cargoes, it will be checked that the necessary warning
notices/signs, in written and pictograms, are placed at all entrances where the said
operation will be performed.
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m. During the handling and loading/discharging of dangerous liquid bulk
cargoes, continuous communication will be provided from VHF channel 16 and the
working channel specified in the protocol, and the effectiveness of communication
will be ensured during cargo operations.
1.2.2.4 Piping used for hazardous bulk liquid cargoes
a. Flexible hose:
(1) The temperature and the compatibility of the loads will be considered,
and they will not be used for loads that are not appropriate.
(2) If it is prone to damage by impact, it will be appropriately protected,
(3) In load handling, it shall be ensured that it is electrically continuous
except that it contains an insulating flange or a non-conductive reel piece. The
pipeline on the sea side of the insulation section will be electrically continuous to
the ship and the land side will be electrically continuous to the grounding system.
The insulating flange shall be tested in accordance with section 17 of the
International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT).
1.2.2.5 Port Operations Manager;
a. Adequate measures will be taken to prevent short-circuiting in the
insulation section,
b. Ensure that insulation and grounding systems are inspected and tested
at appropriate intervals to ensure their effectiveness,
c. Ensure that other metallic connections between the interface and the
shore are protected or regulated to ensure there is no possibility of an initiating
spark occurring in a flammable atmosphere.
d. Will act according to the checklists in accordance with ISGOTT.
1.2.2.6 Ignition sources
a. The Port Operations Manager will ensure that the Master is informed of
conditions that may necessitate taking precautions regarding ignition sources such
as ship's furnaces or cooking utensils.
1.2.2.7 Handling
a. Flexible hoses
(1) Master and Port Operations Manager within their respective areas
of responsibility:
 Shall ensure that no flexible hose is used with regard to the temperature
and suitability of such cargoes, other than those for which it is suitable, or
any working pressure for which it is not suitable. Will check that each type
14

of flexible hose with end fittings has been tested and has a certificate
showing burst pressure.
 Prior to being placed into service, documentation shall be checked that each
flexible

hose

has

been

hydrostatically

tested

in

accordance

with

management requirements.
 Flexible hoses will be visually inspected before they are put into use.
Flexible hoses will be inspected at frequent intervals during operation.
 Documents showing the flexible hose, the hose type, the specified
maximum working pressure, and the month and year of manufacture will
be kept in the facility.
 Must have adequate electrical insulation and the length of the flexible hose
shall be sufficient to operate satisfactorily within the defined operating
range without overloading the terminal connections.
 A flexible hose equipped for the transport of dangerous liquid bulk cargoes
will be adequately supervised.
 To protect the environment, personal safety, and equipment in the event of
an emergency, procedures for leak-proof separation of flexible hose
coupling will be adequately implemented.
1.2.2.8 Initial measures
a. Within their respective areas of responsibility, the Master and the Port
Operations Manager will test the cargo transport controls, measuring systems,
emergency shutdown and alarm systems before starting the load transfer
operation and ensure that they are adequate.
b. Before starting the dangerous liquid bulk cargo operation, the Master and
the Port Operations Manager will agree in writing the transportation times including
the maximum loading or discharging rates, considering the following points.
 Capacity and maximum allowable pressure of the ship's cargo lines and
flexible hose,
 Steam ventilation system layout and maximum loading or discharging rates,
 Possible pressure increases according to emergency shutdown procedures,
 Possible electrostatic charge accumulation,
 Availability of responsible persons during starting operations on board and
on shore.
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c. Appropriate security checklist showing the main security measures to be
taken before and during such transfer operations will be completed and signed.
ç. In case of an emergency that may occur during handling operations, the
steps to be taken and the signs to be used will be accepted in writing.
d. Ensure that appropriate safety precautions and clothing are used.
e. Port Operations Manager will ensure that the start controls on the bulk
liquid transfer pumps are locked in the "off" position or located in a location
accessible only to authorized personnel.
f.

Port

Operations

Manager

will

check

that

the

flexible

hose's

loading/discharging connections are not in use or are safely and sealed blind when
in standby service.
g. "Ship/Shore Safety Checklist" in the International Safety Guide for Oil
Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT) will be filled and signed in accordance with the
"Guideline for Completion of the Ship/Shore Safety Checklist" in ISGOTT.
1.2.2.9 Pumping
Master and Port Operations Manager within their respective areas of
responsibility will ensure:
a. Checks are made at agreed periods to ensure that accepted back
pressures and loading or discharging rates are not exceeded;
b. All due care is taken to prevent leakage of all relevant pipes, flexible
hoses and connected equipment on board and ashore, and adequate supervision
is exercised during the transfer of hazardous bulk liquid cargoes;
c. Effective communication is maintained between the ship and shore
equipment during transfer operations;
d. A safety checklist is available for inspection during handling operations;
e. During the handling of hazardous liquid bulk cargoes, necessary
arrangements are made for measuring tankers to be filled to ensure that the tanker
is not overfilled;
f. Responsible persons are present during operations on board and on shore;
g. Appropriate safety equipment and clothing are used.
1.2.2.10 Completion of the operation
Within their respective areas of responsibility, Master and Port Operations
Manager will ensure that there is no pressure in the discharging valves and flexible
hoses after the hazardous bulk liquid cargo transfer is completed. Also:
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 Before the flexible hose detaches from the ship, the liquids are drained, and
the pressure is reduced to zero;
 All safety precautions have been taken, including the blind flange sealing of
ship manifold connections and flexible hoses; and


Appropriate safety equipment and clothing will be used.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES:
2.1 Responsibilities of Cargo Representative:
The responsibilities of the sender, receiver (or its representative acting on behalf
of the buyer), freight forwarder, defined as the cargo representative in LIKIT PORT,
are as follows:
a) Prepares all compulsory documents, information and records related to
hazardous substances or have them prepared and ensures that these documents
are accompanied by the cargo during the transportation activity.
b) Ensures that hazardous substances are classified, identified, packaged, marked,
labelled, and plated in accordance with the legislation.
c) Ensures that dangerous cargoes are safely loaded, stacked, secured,
transported, and unloaded in approved and regulated
d) Ensures that all related personnel are trained on the risks of transportation
hazardous substances by, related safety precautions, safe working practices,
emergency measures, security, and similar issues, besides keeping training
records.
e) Takes the necessary safety measures for hazardous substances that are
anomalous, unsafe or pose a risk to people or the environment.
f) Provides necessary information and support to those concerned in case of an
emergency or accident.
g) Notifies the administration of hazardous substance accidents that occur in its
area of responsibility.
h) Provides the information and documents requested in the inspections made by
the official authorities and provides the necessary cooperation.
2.2 Responsibilities of the Coastal Facility Operator:
The responsibilities of LIKIT PORT, which is the coastal facility operator, are listed
below.
a) Provides proper, sheltered, and safe berthing and mooring of ships.
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b) Ensures that the entry-exit system between the ship and the shore is suitable
and safe.
c) Provides training for people involved in loading, discharging, and handling of
hazardous substances.
d) Ensures that dangerous cargoes in the operating field are transported, handled,
segregated, stacked, temporarily stored, and inspected safely and in accordance
with the rules by qualified, trained personnel who takes necessary precautions
related to occupational hazards.
e) Requests all compulsory documents, information and documents related to
hazardous substances from the cargo representative and ensures that they are
included with the cargo.
f) Ensures an up-to-date list of hazardous substances is always present.
g) Ensures that all operational personnel are trained on the risks of handling
hazardous substances, related safety precautions, safe working practices,
emergency measures, security, and similar issues, besides keeping training
records.
h) Checks the relevant documents to confirm that the hazardous substances
entering the facilities are identified, classified, certified, packaged, labelled,
declared, safely loaded, and transported with the approved and regulated
packaging, container, and cargo transport unit.
i) Takes the necessary safety measures for hazardous substances that are
anomalous, unsafe or pose a risk to people or the environment and notifies the
port authority.
j) Ensures that emergency plans are made and that all relevant people are
informed about these issues.
k) Notifies the port authority of dangerous cargo accidents that occur in the area
of responsibility.
l) Provides the necessary support and cooperation in the controls made by the
official authorities.
m) Carries out activities related to hazardous substances in docks, wharves,
storehouses, and warehouses established in accordance with these works.
o) Provides the transfer of hazardous substances that are not allowed to be or
cannot be temporarily stored in the operating area, to the out of the coastal facility
as soon as possible.
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ö) Cannot dock ships and marine vehicles carrying hazardous substances to the
pier and dock without the permission of the port authority.
p) Creates a storage area in accordance with the rules that are suitable for
segregation and stacking of containers transporting dangerous goods and takes
the necessary fire, environmental and other safety measures in this area. During
the loading, discharging or ship to ship transfer of dangerous goods to ships and
other vessels, those involved in loading, discharging or ship to ship transfer with
the ship representatives, take the necessary safety precautions against heat and
other dangers, especially in hot seasons. Flammable materials are kept away from
spark-generating processes and spark-generating tools, or tools are not operated
in the dangerous cargo handling area.
r) Prepares an emergency evacuation plan for evacuation of ships and other
vessels from coastal facilities in emergencies.

2.3 Responsibilities of the Master:
The responsibilities of the ship's Master who will unload or load hazardous
substances at LIKIT PORT are as follows:
a) Ensures that the equipment and devices of the ship are in suitable condition for
hazardous substance transportation.
b) Requests all compulsory documents, information and vouchers related to
hazardous substances from the coastal facility and the cargo representative and
ensures that they accompany the hazardous substances.
c) Ensures that the safety measures related to loading, stowing, separating,
handling, transporting, and discharging of the hazardous substances on the ship
are fully implemented and maintained, and performs the necessary inspections
and controls.
d) Checks that the hazardous substances entering the ship are properly identified,
classified, certified, packaged, marked, labelled, declared, safely loaded, and
transported to the approved and regulated packaging and transport unit.
e) Ensures that all ship personnel are informed and trained on the risks of
transported, loaded, unloaded hazardous substances, related safety precautions,
safe working, emergency measures and similar issues.
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f) Ensures that people who are qualified and who have received the necessary
training in loading, transporting, discharging, and handling of hazardous
substances work in accordance with the occupational safety precautions.
g) Cannot leave the allocated area, anchor, or approach the pier and dock without
the permission of the port authority.
h) Abides to all rules and precautions during cruising, manoeuvring, anchoring,
berthing, and leaving for the ship to safely carry the hazardous substances.
i) Provides safe entry and exit between the ship and the dock.
j) Informs their personnel about the applications, security procedures, emergency
precautions and response methods related to hazardous substances on board.
k) Keeps up-to-date lists of all hazardous substances on the ship and declares it
to the concerned parties.
l) Takes the necessary safety measures for hazardous substances that are against
the rules, insecure, and pose a risk to the ship, people, or the environment, and
notifies the port authority and coastal facility operator.
m) Notifies the port authority of hazardous substance accidents that occur on the
ship.
n) Master must ensure that any incident that may put the safety or security of the
person and the environment at risk in the port area is immediately reported to the
port authority. This should also include events that may arise in relation to the
ship, crew, machinery, equipment or devices, or dangerous cargoes or their
contents.
o) Master must ensure that any damaged or leaking cargo unit or cargo transport
unit containing dangerous cargoes on board is immediately reported to the dock
operator and port authority and appropriate measures are taken.
p) Provides the necessary support and cooperation in the controls made by the
official authorities.
2.4 Responsibilities of the hazardous materials safety consultant:
a. To monitor compliance with international agreements and conventions (ADR
/ RID / IMGD Code) and relevant legislation provisions in the transport of
dangerous goods.
b. To provide suggestions to the enterprise regarding the transportation of
dangerous goods according to the provisions of ADR / RID / IMGD Code.
c. Prepares an annual activity report for the facility in accordance with the
Administrations reporting format within three months after the end of the year and
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send it to his HMSA and to the facility that he is the advisor of to be submitted to
www.turkiye.gov.tr.
d. Determining the dangerous goods to be transported, determining the
requirements in the ADR / RID / IMDG Code and the compliance procedures for
these items.
e. To guide the business while purchasing the transportation vehicles to be used
in the transportation of dangerous goods.
f. To determine the procedures for controlling the equipment used in the
transport, loading, and discharging of dangerous goods.
g. Ensures that the employees of the enterprise have the appropriate training
in their field of duty and that the records of this training are kept and comply with
national and international legislation and the changes made in these.
h. To determine the emergency procedures to be applied in the event of an
accident or an incident that will affect safety during the transportation, loading or
discharging of dangerous goods, ensuring that the drills are performed periodically,
and records are kept for the employees.
ı. Ensures that measures are taken to prevent the recurrence of accidents or
serious violations.
i. Ensures that the special conditions stipulated by the legislation on the
transportation of dangerous goods are taken into account in the selection and
employment of subcontractors or third parties.
j. Ensuring that employees involved in transporting, loading, or discharging
dangerous goods have knowledge about operational procedures and instructions.
k. Takes measures to expand the awareness of the relevant personnel to be
prepared against possible risks in the transportation, loading or discharging of
dangerous goods.
l. Creates instructions for keeping the documents and safety equipment
required to be present in the vehicle during transportation according to the class
of the dangerous substance.
m. Preparing the operational safety plan and ensuring the implementation of
the plan.
n. To record all his work, including training, inspection, and control, by
specifying the date and time, to keep these records for 5 years and provide them
to his HMSA and the facility he is the advisor of in case they are requested by the
Administration.
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o. Ensures the work is stopped if there is a danger and started with his approval
if the danger is eliminated where the danger is in the scope of his consultancy
service and prepare a written report to be handed to his HMSA, the facility he is
the advisor of and other competent authorities.
ö. Establishing the procedures for the work and processes related to packaging,
labelling, marking, and loading of the cargo loaded on the transport vehicle in
accordance with the ADR / RID / IMDG Code provisions.
p. Acting HMSC of the facility; In the event of an accident during transportation,
loading or discharging that causes damage to life, property, and the environment;
collects information about the accident and prepares an accident report to HMSA,
where he works, and to the management of the facility he is the consultant of.
This report prepared by HMSC is sent out by the facility or HMSA to Administration
within a month through the channel of www.türkiye.gov.tr. This report does not
replace the report that has to be written by the facility management within the
scope of international or national legislation.

3. RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE COASTAL FACILITY
LIKIT PORT takes precautions in Article 12 of the Regulation on the Transport
of Dangerous Goods at Sea. The principles regarding these measures are carried
out as explained below.
a. Dangerous liquid bulk cargoes (chemicals, etc.) are transferred from ships to
the tanks in the storage area or from the tanks in the storage area to the ships via
pipelines. Since the storage tanks are far from the dolphin, there is a pumping
station in an area between the storage tanks and the dolphin in order to make the
transfer safe. Dangerous goods are transferred to the storage tanks without
waiting in the dolphin zone.
c. On the tanks where dangerous goods are stored, there are information
describing

the

dangerous

goods,

hazard

identification

labels/plates,

and

information on risk and safety precautions. In addition, the plates containing the
hazard information of the dangerous substance to be transferred at the coastal
facility during the transfer are placed in a suitable place to be seen by the
employees and third parties until the end of the load transfer.
d. LIKIT PORT personnel in charge of handling hazardous substances, ship
personnel and other authorized persons regarding the cargo will wear personal
protective clothing and equipment that provide protection against the physical and
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chemical properties of the cargo and the dangers it contains during loading,
discharging and storage. Personnel who do not wear appropriate personal
protective clothing and are not properly equipped are not allowed to enter the
areas where hazardous substances are handled.
e. Fire extinguishing systems and portable fire extinguishers equipped with
firefighter equipment are kept ready for those who will fight fire at the hazardous
material handling areas. In the event of a fire, fire response teams act within the
framework of the Emergency Plan.
f. The emergency evacuation procedure for the evacuation of ships from the
coastal facility in emergency situations will be followed. The Procedure for
Evacuation of Ships from the Coastal Facility in Emergency Situations is given in
Annex-19.
g. LIKIT PORT takes the necessary fire, safety, and security measures. Within
this scope;
 Determined possible emergencies and created the Emergency Plan.
 The duties and responsibilities of the Emergency Response Management
have been notified.
 Emergency Response Teams have been notified of their determined duties
and responsibilities.
 Fire Plan has been created.
 Necessary warning signs have been prepared for fire and other emergencies
in the storage area, pump station and dolphin, and placed in appropriate
places.
 Marine Pollution Intervention Plan has been prepared and will be
implemented in case of need.
 Established and implemented the security plan within the scope of ISPS.
 An Explosion Protection Document has been prepared, and every precaution
is taken within the scope of this document.
 Necessary trainings have been given to the personnel on issues such as
emergency, fire, security, etc. The exercises are planned and carried out.
h. Personnel who do not have the necessary training and certificates are not
allowed to work in hazardous material handling operations and not allowed to enter
the areas where these operations are carried out.
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4. CLASSES, TRANSPORTATION, LOADING/DISCHARGING,
HANDLING AND SEPARATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
In LIKIT PORT, hazardous liquid bulk cargoes (chemical and similar) are
loaded/unloaded. Packaged cargoes, bulk solid cargoes, petroleum, and petroleum
products, liquefied or compressed gases, scrap cargoes, explosives, radioactive
cargoes, infectious cargoes, and fumigated cargoes are not loaded/unloaded.
4.1 Classes of hazardous substances:
a. Hazardous substances: Chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear materials
and objects and their wastes that endanger humans, animals, and the environment
due to their natural characteristics or their conditions during transportation.
b. IMDG Code; classifies hazardous materials into nine important risk classes
from 1 to 9. Dangerous cargoes are divided into 9 categories (classes) depending
on their damages. Five of these classes (1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, and 6th grades) were
subjected to sub-divisions or sub-classes. Class 3, Class 7, Class 8, Class 9
Dangerous Goods are not subclassified. The same classification system is used by
all transport modes.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CLASSES AND DIVISIONS

CLASS 1

Explosives
*Division 1.1 Mass Explosive Hazard
* Division 1.2 Projection Hazard
* Division 1.3 Fire and/or Minor Blast/Minor Projection Hazard
* Division 1.4 Minor Explosion Hazard
* Division 1.5 Very Insensitive with Mass Explosion Hazard
* Division 1.6 Extremely Insensitive; No Mass Explosion Hazard

CLASS 2

Gases
* Division 2.1 Flammable Gases
* Division 2.2 Non-flammable Gases
* Division 2.3 Toxic Gases

CLASS 3
Flammable Liquids
CLASS 4

Flammable Solids
* Division 4.1 Flammable Solids
* Division 4.2 Spontaneously Combustible
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* Division 4.3 Dangerous When Wet

CLASS 5

Oxidizing Substances and Organic Peroxides
* Division 5.1 Oxidizing Substances
* Division 5.2 Organic Peroxides

CLASS 6

Toxic Substances and Infectious Substances
* Division 6.1 Toxic Substances
* Division 6.2 Infectious Substances

CLASS 7
CLASS 8
CLASS 9

Radioactive Material
Corrosives (Liquids and Solids)
Miscellaneous Hazardous Materials

4.2 Packages and Packaging of Hazardous Substances:
a. Dangerous goods coming to the port facility will be packed and packaged
within the scope of IMDG Code Chapter 4. All packages containing dangerous
goods must have United Nations (UN) Type Approval, even if they are in any Cargo
Transport Unit (CTU).
b. Dangerous goods belonging to all classes except the self-reactive ones in
class 1, 2, 5.2,6.2 and 7 and class 4.1 are divided into three "packaging groups"
according to the degree of danger they represent.
c. Packing Groups for Class 3, Class 4, Class 5, Class 6.1, Class 8, Class 9:
Group I Packaging: High Hazard
Group II Packaging: Moderate Hazard
Group III Packaging: Low Hazard
4.3 Placard, Plates, Markings, and Labels Related to Dangerous Goods:
a. Packages containing dangerous goods coming to the port facility and all
Cargo Transport Units (CTU) will be marked, labelled and placarded as shown
below within the scope of IMDG Code Section 5.2 and 5.3.
b. Hazard Warning Signs/Labels:
(1) If used in CTU (container etc.) and vehicles, its size: 25 cm x 25 cm.
(2) If used in packages: 10 cm x 10 cm in size
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c. Inscribed Orange Plate:
(1) If it is placed on the transport vehicle, for example, on a tanker, its size
will be: 40 cm x 30 cm,
(2) In cargo transport units (CTU), in containers Dimensions: 25X25 cm.
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4.4 Signs and Packing Groups of Hazardous Substances
a. As shown in the table in section 3.5 within the categories (from E0 to E5)
in column 7b of the IMDG Code Volume II Dangerous Goods List, a maximum of
1,000 packages suitable for this scope can be transported.
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b. The letters X, Y and Z in the UN type approved packaging codes to which
the dangerous goods will be transported determine the durability of the packaging.
The letter X is the most durable packaging and can be used for all Packing Groups.
The letter Y is medium strength packaging and can be used for Packing Groups II
and III, and the letter Z is the least durable packaging and should only be used
for Packing Group III.
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4.5 Tables for Separation of Hazardous Substances for Their Classes on
Ships and at Ports
In order to determine the separation conditions of two or more dangerous goods,
the Separation Table given in IMDG Code Volume I, 7.2.4 and the provisions of
IMDG Code Volume II Dangerous Goods List (DGL) Column 16(b) shall be applied.
In case of any conflict, the provisions in Column 16(b) of the Dangerous Goods
List (DGL) shall take precedence.
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4.6 Separation Distances and Separation Terms of Dangerous Goods in
Warehouse Storages:
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4.7 Hazardous Cargo Documents:
a. Each ship carrying hazardous materials and marine pollutants will have a
specific list, manifest or stacking plan for the names and locations of the hazardous
materials and marine pollutants. The special list or manifest in question will be
based on the documents and certificates required in the IMDG Code. The total
amount of these substances will also be included in the relevant documents. A
detailed stacking plan identifying by class and showing the locations of all
dangerous substances and marine pollutants can be used instead of this special
list or manifest. A copy of one of these documents will be submitted to the
institution or person appointed by the state authority at the port before departure.
b. For the dangerous goods shipments; Appropriate information will be
available at any time to be used in emergency response to any accident and
incident related to dangerous goods during transportation. This information will be
away from hazardous materials and will be immediately accessible in case of an
incident. These are;
- Appropriate records in the special list, manifest or hazardous substance
declaration
-Having a separate document such as a safety data sheet
- Medical First Aid Guide (MFAG) to be used in accidents involving hazardous
substances and Emergency Response Methods for Vessels Carrying Dangerous
Goods (EmS Guide) to be used in conjunction with the transport documents
- Transport document and multimodal dangerous goods transport form.

5. HANDBOOK FOR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES HANDLED AT
COASTAL FACILITY
"Hazardous Substances Handbook", an example of which is given in the
Annex-9, has been prepared and presented to the use of the relevant parties in
order to learn and recognize the hazardous cargo classes and labels, signs,
dangerous load segregation rules by the relevant coastal facility personnel.

6. OPERATIONAL ISSUES
6.1 Procedures for safely berthing, mooring, loading / discharging,
sheltering, and anchoring of ships carrying hazardous substances in day
and night:
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6.1.1 Ship's entrance to the Port area:
a. Master of a ship carrying dangerous goods must do the following before
entering the Port Area.
- Should prepare all the personnel for the loading and evacuation of
dangerous goods in the port area and the legal and administrative obligations
regarding ships carrying dangerous goods,
- Check the suitability of the ship in terms of machinery, apparatus, and
equipment,
- Evaluates the possibilities against damage or leakage of dangerous cargo
and its contents,
- Informs the relevant port authority about the unsuitable machinery,
apparatus and equipment in the ship, damage or leakage of dangerous cargo and
protection system errors that will endanger the environment, property, and life.
b. Master of a ship carrying dangerous goods while entering the Port Area
should do the following unless otherwise requested by the port authority.
- Maintains the communication by establishing communication with the port
authorities on the VHF channel,
- During the day, signal flag Bravo and at night, a red lantern visible from
all directions will be displayed.
c. Security shifts:
- Master of the ship should establish an appropriate navigation watching at
the entrance / exit to the port and deck and machinery watching during the loading
/ discharging period,
- Master of the ship should plan for safe watches, considering all aspects of
the subject and the amount of dangerous cargo stored.
d. Mooring to the Dolphin:
Should continuously show the appropriate danger signs in the port area as long as
it is at the dolphin unless requested by the Port Authority. During the stay at the
port;
- For emergencies, there must be a spare rope that is hand-tacked to the ship's
side with sufficient slack at the fore and aft of the ship and can be easily salvaged
in an emergency. One end of the towing lines should be extended from the deck
to the water level and should be kept ready by being fixed in a way that it can be
used at any time by being released in any dangerous situation.
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- Anchorage equipment should be available so that it can be anchored in
case of any emergency.
f. Master of the ship should always keep the ship's machinery ready for the
safety of the ship or the proper storage of the cargo or ship ballast handled and
should not allow any exhaust from gas or boiler pipes unless permitted by the port
authorities.
- Master of the ship should provide safe entry and exit between the ship and
the dolphin.
g. Emergency procedures:
- As long as Master of the ship is on the docks, he must keep himself, deck
watchkeeping officers and the crew ready to properly implement the emergency
response procedures he will establish.
- Master of the ship should consider the necessary arrangements for safe
and quick departure, bearing in mind the content of the dangerous cargo and any
special situation that may occur on the deck.
- Master of the ship should establish emergency response procedures on board
to control / prevent incidents involving dangerous cargo and again ensure that
officers and personnel are properly trained to perform / accomplish such
emergency response procedures.
h. Emergency information procedures:
Master of a ship carrying dangerous goods should keep the following information
in the same place in addition to the information specified in the SOLAS contract
paragraph II-2 / 15.2.4.2.
- A list of dangerous cargo carried on board
- A list of dangerous cargo discharged at the coastal facility area
- In addition to the emergency response procedures required for dangerous
cargo, Master of the ship should keep appropriate safety information easily
accessible. This type of information includes the EmS Guide (Emergency
Response Procedures for Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods), the Medical First Aid
Guide (MFAG) used in incidents involving dangerous goods, and safety
information papers, which are used in connection with the transport documents.
- Master of the ship should ensure that deck watchkeeping officer is informed
about the exact numbers and status of the crew both on board and land as well as
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visitors/passengers. (This measure ensures that the exact number of the crew on
the ship or on the shore or resting in the cabins in an accident or emergency).
ı. Fire Precautions:
Master;
- Should ensure the detection of areas where smoking is prohibited.
- Should ensure that the areas where smoking is prohibited are appointed
clearly in illustrated diagrams in important areas and that the areas where smoking
is free do not pose any danger. (Considering that the dangerous cargo transported
has a risk of fire and explosion, it should be accounted empty tanks may still
contain residues and might contain flammable vapours and pose a risk.)
- Master of the ship should make sure that the equipment or tools used to
check whether there is flammable or explosive in an area or an empty place, do
not cause fire or explosion.
- If there is a possibility of a flammable or explosive substance in an area or
an empty place, the Master should make sure that the equipment or tools to be
used, including any sampling or measurement device, are safe, portable electrical
equipment that can be used in a flammable atmosphere without causing fire or
explosion.
- Master should make sure that electrical equipment is not used
indiscriminately or accidentally in areas where flammable atmospheres may occur.
- Master of the ship ensures that a fire station, which is sufficient and
suitably tested, is established, and kept ready for the dangerous cargo on board,
and that the relevant personnel are trained in firefighting and arranges practices
and fire drills in this regard.
i. Environmental Protection:
- Master of the ship carrying dangerous cargo should make sure that all
measures are taken to prevent the dangerous cargo from being released
accidentally to the environment.
- Master should ensure that all the scupper holes are well closed and that
the absorbent and disposal materials are kept ready and properly used,
considering the safety of the ship and its personnel.
- It should be ensured that the appropriate precautions are taken during the
cleaning of the spill for the spilled hazardous substance.
- To prevent the accidental release of dangerous cargo to the environment,
it is of utmost importance to have highly trained personnel with sufficient
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knowledge about the risks arising from the dangerous cargo carried, and the use
of correct and safe response procedures in hazardous substance accidents.
Personnel should be regularly trained to use the spill equipments correctly and
safely.
j. Reporting of accidents:
- Within the ship, Master should ensure; If there is an accident that
endangers the safety of the ship's crew or other ships in the coastal facility or the
shore facility or the property or the environment due to the loading / discharging
of the dangerous cargo, the personnel responsible for the loading / discharging
should immediately stop the operation until adequate safety measures are taken.
- Master of the ship should remind all personnel of their obligation to report
the accidents that may occur during the loading / discharging of dangerous goods
to the personnel responsible for the operation and the port authorities.
- It is essential to report the accident accurately and completely to the
emergency response centre in shortest time to provide immediate and effective
reaction, medical assistance for the injured personnel and reduce damages.
6.1.2 Coastal facility:
a. Mooring to the Dolphin:
- Coastal facility operator; should ensure sufficient and safe anchoring
facility (depth and sufficient safe area etc.) and the establishment of adequate and
safe transportation between the ship and the coastal facility.
b. Control – Inspection:
- When Dangerous Goods are opened for the control of the contents by
authorized personnel, the coastal facility operator should ensure that the
personnel assigned to open it are aware of the possible dangers that may arise
due to the dangerous cargo.
c.

Classification,

packaging,

marking,

labelling

and

placement

and

certification.
- Coastal facility operator should ensure that when dangerous cargo enters
its premises, the cargo related person must be certified / approved in accordance
with the relevant national and international requirements.
d. Safe handling and separation:
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- The coastal facility operator assigns at least one authorized personnel who
has sufficient knowledge of national and international legal requirements for the
loading / discharging of hazardous substances.
e. Emergency procedures:
- The coastal facility operator should ensure that appropriate emergency
arrangements are made and bring them to the attention of those concerned. These
regulations should cover the following.
* Determination of the appropriate emergency operation area
(Operation coordination centre / unit where the response operation will be
managed in case of an emergency)
* Notifying the accident or emergency to the appropriate emergency
services inside or outside the facility verbally firstly and then in accordance with
the accident notification procedure and form specified in the Annex,
* Notification of the accident or emergency to the port authority or to
the relevant parties from land or sea part of the coastal facility area,
* Availability of emergency response equipment specified in the
Annex according to the requirements of hazardous substances being loaded /
unloaded,
*

Making

coordinated

arrangements

in

accordance

with

the

procedures specified in the Port Operation Instruction in any emergency for the
release of the ship / emergency departure from the pier,
* Make sure that arrangements are made to ensure safe entry and
exit to the ship and the Coastal Facility at all times.
f. Emergency Information:
- The coastal facility operator should have a list available containing the
amount of dangerous cargo in their tanks and the name of the shipment, if any,
the secondary risk, if present, and a list of the emergency services currently
available.
- The coastal facility operator should ensure that the emergency response
procedures of the facility or pier and the emergency telephone numbers of the
facility or pier are hung on tanks or areas where hazardous substances are loaded
/ unloaded or in certain places that are easily visible.
- The coastal facility operator should clearly mark the fire and spill / spill
fighting equipment and stations and ensure that the signs are hung in appropriate
positions to attract the attention of the concerned parties.
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- The coastal facility operator should inform the ship's Master about the
emergency procedures in effect in the coastal facility area and the services at the
pier.
g. Fire Safety:
Coastal facility operator;
- The fire department and emergency services should have access to a ship
at anytime from anywhere on the pier,
- Ensures the establishment of audible and visible alarms for emergency use
in the coastal facility area, in other words, to establish rapid communication with
emergency services,
- Regardless of the construction year, for ships of 500 tons and above, within
the scope of ship / shore liaison arrangements in accordance with international
standards, the pier should be properly equipped to provide the necessary water
for firefighting that are compatible with ship’s equipment,
- All areas where dangerous goods are loaded / unloaded should be kept
clean and dry,
- Before the loading / discharging of dangerous goods, Master of the ship is
informed about the locations of the nearest emergency services that can be called,
- During the loading, fire-fighting water/foam guns are ready to be turned
to the loading dolphinand ship’s manifold.,
- Ensures that the lighting and other electrical equipment at the dolphins
where the dangerous cargo is located is equipped with materials that are safe
against flammable and explosive environments,
- Should determine the areas where smoking is prohibited,
- Should ensure that the areas where smoking is prohibited are
designated with illustrated diagrams, hung in a clearly visible way in important
areas and that the areas where smoking is free do not pose any danger,
(Considering that the dangerous cargo being transported has a risk of fire and
explosion, it should be accounted empty tanks may still contain residues and might
contain flammable vapours and pose a risk.)
- The coastal facility operator should make sure that the equipment or tools
used to check whether there is flammable or explosive matter in an area or an
empty place, do not cause fire or explosion,
- Coastal facility operator must ensure that, if there is possibility of a
flammable or explosive material being present in an area or an empty place, the
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equipment, or tools to be used for sampling or measurements, are safe portable
electrical equipment that can be used in a flammable atmosphere without causing
fire

or

explosion,

and no

electrical

equipment

is

used

haphazardly

or

unintentionally in areas where a flammable atmosphere may occur.
h. Firefighting:
- The coastal facility operator establishes and maintains a sufficient and
suitably tested fire station in accordance with the requirements of the regulatory
authority of the region where the loading / discharging is made and ensures that
the relevant personnel are trained in firefighting and make sure they practice and
conduct fire drills. In addition, the fire line is tested by an independent accredited
organization every 5 years and the result report is shared with the Port Authority.
ı. Measures on environmental protection:
The coastal facility operator ensures the loading / discharge of hazardous
substances in accordance with the requirements of the regulatory authority of the
region.
- The coastal facility operator should not do the loading / discharging of any
damaged pipeline or tank used in the discharging of dangerous substances, unless
it is ensured that it is made suitable and safe in all aspects in accordance with the
regulations of the regulatory authority.
-It should be ensured that appropriate precautions for the spilled hazardous
substances are taken during the cleaning of the spillage area. To prevent the
accidental release of hazardous substances to the environment, it is of utmost
importance to use correct and safe response procedures in hazardous material
accidents by well-qualified and trained personnel who have sufficient knowledge
about the risks that might arise from the dangerous cargo transport. Personnel
should be regularly trained to use the correct and safe equipment.
- Large-scale spare drums, absorbers or cleaning equipment, equipment to
prevent the spreading of liquid hazardous materials (discharge preventers,
absorbers, and oil barriers, etc.) should be kept ready at the dolphin dock and
pumping station, and the relevant personnel should be regularly trained in the use
of correct and safe equipment.
6.2 Procedures for additional measures required to be taken
according to seasonal conditions for the loading / discharging and ship
to ship transfer operations of hazardous substances:
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a. Hazardous materials can generally be affected by high temperature (in
summer), rain and strong wind (valid all year) depending on the season. The
coastal facility is rarely exposed to snow and icing during the winter months due
to its geographical location.
b. Loading / discharging activities will be suspended, taking into account the
safety of the personnel in extreme rainy, stormy, unfavourable weather
conditions, and weather conditions with the possibility of lightning.
c. In case of snow and icing, loading / discharging operations are not allowed
until the slippery environment is disposed of, and operations are carried out at
the safest speed when the environment is safe.
d. Relevant procedures are specified in the ship - coast check list.
6.3 Procedures for

keeping flammable / combustible and

explosive materials away from spark-generating processes and operating
tools, equipment or devices that generate spark in hazardous cargo
handling, stacking and storage areas:
a. All hot work to be done at the coastal facility or on the ship is subject to
permission.
b. All subcontractors or ship personnel who will work at the coastal facility
or on the ship are informed about a mechanism that will provide insulation and
isolation in terms of security, informative signs about the work to be done, a
restricted working area, an evacuation plan and, if necessary, filing for permission
for working at height.
c. If it is necessary to work in places where there is a high risk, the
necessary permissions will be taken within the framework of the Hot Work
Procedure before starting work and the work will start after the necessary
measures are taken.
6.4 Procedures for fumigation, gas measurements and degassing
processes:
Fumigation, gas measurement and degassing are not allowed in LIKIT PORT.
6.5 Operation of gas detection and smoke detection systems to
monitor level, temperature, and pressure changes of tanks:
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a. The gas detection and smoke detection systems installed to monitor the
temperature and pressure changes of the tanks in LIKIT PORT will be operated as
specified in the LIKIT PORT Operating Instructions.
b. The flowchart summarizing the process the loading and discharging of
bulk liquid chemicals in LIKIT PORT are given below, starting from the notification
of the ship's arrival to the coastal facility, its approach and docking to the shore,
the loading and discharging of the cargo by mutual agreement, and the departure
of the ship from the coastal facility are given below. Each activity in the flow chart
must be carried out within the framework of the current international and national
legislation and in compliance with all OHS rules.
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7. DOCUMENTATION, CONTROL, AND RECORDING
7.1 Procurement and control of all mandatory documents, information
and documents, documents related to Hazardous Substances:
a. The following documents regarding Dangerous Goods are kept up to date.
IMDG

Code

International

Maritime

Dangerous

Goods

Code,

International

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), ISGOTT International Safety
Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT), Regulation on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods at Sea, Ports Directive , related laws, statutes, regulations,
circulars, communiqués, directives, and application instructions.
b. LIKIT PORT Operations Unit; creates all records regarding incoming, sent,
stored and dangerous cargoes completely and keeps them in a way that can be
shown when requested.
c. Current inventory of dangerous goods handled at LIKIT PORT; is kept in
such a way as to include the UN Number, the appropriate shipping name, class,
(with sub-hazards) whether it is a marine pollutant, consignee, sender, and other
additional information needed (ignition degree, viscosity etc.).
7.2 Procedures for keeping a regular, complete, and up to date list of all
hazardous substances in the coastal facility area and other relevant
information:
a. Records of incoming dangerous goods are kept within the framework of
LIKIT PORT Ship Tracking File and LIKIT PORT Management System. Instant upto-date data will be shared if requested by the competent authorities.
b. LIKIT PORT retains and secures a copy of the transport document of the
dangerous goods it handles, and the additional information mentioned in the IMDG
Code for at least 3 months.
c. This information is kept in the computer environment and in the file order so
that only authorized personnel can access it, and it is presented as real time data
when requested by the authorized administrations.
7.3

Procedures for checking and reporting results of hazardous

substances that are entering the facility, having correct shipping names,
appropriate classification, declaration, safe loading, and transportation to
cargo transport units:
a. Only hazardous liquid bulk cargoes (Chemicals etc.) are handled at LIKIT
PORT. For this reason, all controls are carried out other than those specific to
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packaged cargoes.
b. All shipping documents, especially dangerous cargo transport documents,
are checked, and in case of inconsistency between the documents and the reality,
this situation is recorded and shared with the relevant parties.
c. Before the ship arrives at the dolphin, the Port Operations Manager will
determine the dangerous cargoes based on the ship's loading/discharging plan.
The UN number of dangerous goods will be defined and entered into the facility
operating system. When the cargo is discharged, it will be transferred to the
appropriate tanks or storage areas allocated for storage.
7.4 Preparation, keeping and use of hazardous substances safety data
sheets (SDS):
a. Up-to-date Material (MSDS) of all loading/discharging dangerous goods are
provided with the cargo, the said MSDSs are filed by the operations unit, and are
used when needed. (Measures specified in the Material Safety Data Sheet are
taken immediately in case of loading/discharging and in emergencies.)
b. The UN number and proper shipping names of dangerous goods must
comply with the principles in the IMDG Code Hazardous Substances List. In the
14th article of the SDS, the UN number of the dangerous cargo, the appropriate
shipping name, the hazard identification signs, and labels and the additional risk
identification labels are processed in accordance with the IMDG Code principles.
Necessary attention will be paid to this issue in the shipping documents regarding
the incoming or outgoing dangerous goods.
7.5 Procedures for keeping records and statistics of hazardous
substances:
a. Information on dangerous goods is kept regularly, and statistical
information is prepared and reported as requested by the competent authorities.
The reports are stored digitally in a way that can be accessed whenever required.
b. The e-maritime applications of the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure
are entered into the ATLANTIS program for statistical platform by entering data
each time a ship arrives.

8. EMERGENCIES, EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE
8.1 Intervention procedures for hazardous substances that pose / may
pose a risk to life, property and / or the environment and dangers and
dangerous situations involving hazardous substances:
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a. LIKIT PORT seeks to

prevent the occurrence of spills, scattering,

explosions, fire, etc., which are likely to occur during the handling of dangerous
goods that will pose a risk to life, property, and the environment, and in case of
emergencies despite all precautions, to limit the impact of emergencies on humans
and the environment, to control the emergency with the least damage;
 Prepared an Emergency Plan (EP),
 Prepared an Emergency Response Plan (ERP),
 Prepared a Fire Plan (FP),
 As it is a lower tier establishment within the scope of SEVESO, it has
prepared the Major Accident Prevention Policy Document (MAPP),
 Prepared the Explosion Protection Document (EPD),
 Established

the

Emergency

Management

and

Emergency

Response

Management, determined and communicated the duties and responsibilities
of the personnel in the management,
 Established the Emergency Response Teams, completed the training of the
personnel in the emergency response teams, communicated their duties and
responsibilities,
 The procedure for using the EmS Guide/Fire and spill response principles
charts has been prepared, and the principles of using EmS charts have been
explained to the personnel.
 The procedure for using the Medical First Aid Guide has been prepared.
 Safe Handling Procedure of Hazardous Bulk Liquid Cargoes has been
prepared and implemented.
 Training and exercise plans have been prepared and implemented.
b. With all the documents and plans given above, it is aimed to prevent
emergency situations and to minimize their effects if they cannot be prevented.
The plans and documents in question will be updated with the change of
parameters such as technological developments, emerging new risks, etc.

8.2 Information on the possibility, capability, and capacity of the coastal
facility to respond to emergencies:
The opportunity to intervene in emergencies that may be encountered for
24 hours is limited by the technical capabilities and manpower of the facility. In
natural disasters or in emergencies where the facilities of the facility may be
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insufficient, public, or other private sector facilities are used. Necessary
information regarding emergency detection and response capabilities (systemtool-equipment-materials and manpower) is included in the facility's EP, ERP and
FP.
8.3 Arrangements regarding the first response to be made for accidents
involving hazardous substances (points to be emphasized, procedures for
first response, its capacity, and capabilities):
In any accident or incident, the following rules will be followed:
a. When the injury is caused by any hazardous substance, the first aid
measures specified in Chapter 4 of the Safety Data Sheet of the exposed
dangerous substance are applied. Also, it should be considered that the
toxicological effects of the substance in Chapter 11.
b. When a person is injured, first aid training personnel are informed.
Personnel who have received first aid training, apply first aid rules according to
the nature of the substance with the first aid kit in the dolphin and the cargo
building or call a health personnel who can provide the closest first aid, but if it is
not necessary, the injured person is not moved.
c. At the same time, the closest Health Unit is called. The scene of the incident
should be clearly explained to the first aid team, if necessary, the ambulance
should be welcomed.
d. The person who will intervene in the injured must use appropriate personal
protective clothing and equipment in order not to be affected by the environmental
conditions. If the injured person is affected by the environment (toxic gas, airless
or smoky environment), the person should be removed from this environment as
soon as possible by personnel with appropriate protective equipment.
e. If the injured person has encountered a corrosive substance, the
contaminated clothes must be removed as soon as possible.
f. An expert support or an ambulance is called by calling the required phone
numbers in Section 8.4.
g. Even the ones that seems insignificant, all injuries requiring first aid and
accidents and incidents that do not cause injury should be reported to the higher
authorities.
h. "Medical First Aid Guide (MFAG)" (Annex-20) in the IMDG Code Annex and
the "Emergency Plans (EmS)" (Annex-21) in the IMDG Code Annex for
emergencies involving dangerous cargoes are used.
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8.4 Notifications to be made for and outside the facility in emergencies:
In case of emergency, the relevant units and numbers listed below can be
reached. Emergency contact points and contact information details are in
Annex-3.
No.

UNIT

PHONE

1

LIKIT PORT Shift Supervisor

0282 613 41 38

2

Tekirdağ Port Authority (Harbour Master)

0282 261 20 25

3

Emergency Call Center (Ambulance-Police 112
etc.)

4

Fire Department

110

5

Coast Guard

158

6

Police

155

7

Gendarme

156

8.5 Accident reporting procedures:
In case of an emergency and/or an accident, the numbers in article 8.4 should
be called and keep calm when information is given. The area where the
emergency occurs, the building, the caller's contact number and what kind of
emergency should be briefly explained to the person called. It is very important
that the information to be given at this stage is correct and comprehensible, and
within the scope of this information, the decision will be made about what will be
the first response. Written notifications are made through the Accident – Incident
Notification Form. Accident Incident Notification Procedure and Form is in Annex15/16.

8.6 Coordination, support, and cooperation with official authorities:
a. In case of emergency response, the organizational structure that will
manage the emergency and provide coordination, support and / or cooperation
with official authorities will be carried out within the organization specified in the
Annex-8.
b. Operations Coordinator manages the emergency response operation
and the entire team that reports to him. It carries out all activities in accordance
with the Emergency Response Plan. It is also the contact point for communication
with the relevant official institutions and authorities.
c. In the absence of the Operations Coordinator, the person to manage the
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operation is the Incident Site Coordinator.
d. The institutions that can be contacted, coordinated, requested for
support, or just given information in case of emergency, and their contact
information are in Annex-3.
8.7 Emergency evacuation plan for evacuation of ships and other
vessels from the coastal facility in emergencies:
The notifications and operation plans to be made before, during and after
emergencies and evacuation for the removal of ships and other vessels from the
coastal facility are as follows.
a. Fire on the ship or in coastal facilities in operation:
- The coastal facility employee who sees or hears there is a fire (ship
operations employees, crane operators, dolphin security personnel, CCTV
personnel, technical personnel or any coastal facility employee who is on the
dolphin due to his duty), as quickly as possible, notifies coastal facility officer
within working hours or shift supervisor outside working hours about the
emergency using the numbers provided in Section 8.4 of this document.
- If the ship needs to leave the coastal facility with the emergency
notification, the Master will decide according to the size and advance of the
incident and the consultation with the Likit Kimya Authorities and the Port
Authorities(Harbour Master), and carry out the following processes:
* If an operation is in progress, it is stopped, and the employees
related to the operation are transferred to a safe place.
* If the fire is on the ship, the coastal connections on or near the ship
are safely and quickly closed and the crane booms are moved away.
* Fire brigade and firefighting teams are informed for firefighting
operations at the dolphin, operation personnel are informed about the
location of the fire and the approach of fire fighting vessels to the dolphin.
* Pilotage and towage organization and moorers are informed and the
tugboats are requested to arrive at the scene of the incident as soon as possible
so that the ship can be pushed off.
* To aid firefighting from the sea, tugboats with fire extinguishing
equipment are also requested to come to the scene.
* The Harbour Master is called and informed that the ship will leave
the coastal facility due to an emergency situation.
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* If the ship's machinery is in working and can leave the dolphin with
their own means, the dock lines are released as soon as possible, and if the ship's
machinery is not working, it is assisted to leave the shore facility with a tugboat.
* All operations are directed by the Coastal Facility officer during
working hours and by the Shift Supervisor outside of working hours.
b. Docked ships cutting hawsers due to squalls or storm:
- Meteorological conditions are constantly monitored at the coastal facility.
In case of a severe storm notice, operation personnel, operators and on-duty
personnel of the ships moored at the dock are informed. The priority is to
increase the hawsers of the ship under all circumstances and to always keep the
ship’s machinery ready for action, depending on the severity of the coming
storm. In the event that the ship moored to the dock cuts hawsers and starts
leaving the pier before the operation stops or while ongoing, the following
processes are followed:
* If the loading or discharging of the ship continues, the shore
connections will be closed quickly and safely, and the ship will announce it will
leave the dock via the radio.
* Although the ship notified the pilotage and tug organization through
the VHF channel, coastal facility operator makes an emergency call to the active
tugboats to converge on the location of the leaving ship as soon as possible.
* Based on the decision of the ship's captain, new hawsers can be
supplied to the ship and ensure the ship is moored safely to the dock or the ship
can be unmoored and leave the dock.
* If the ship with ongoing operation leaves the dock due to compulsory
reasons before the operation is completed, the Port Authority is informed.
8.8 Procedures for the handling and disposal of damaged dangerous
cargoes and waste contaminated by dangerous goods:
a. Since packaged cargoes are not handled at the coastal facility, there will
be no damaged dangerous cargo. However, many materials and apparatus used
in the loading and discharging of dangerous cargoes can come in contact with
dangerous cargoes due to possible leaks. The materials and equipment that are
considered as waste among the said materials will be processed in accordance with
the LIKIT PORT Waste Management Directive.
b. The following dangers may occur if any dangerous substance leaks during
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discharging operations:
-Asphyxia, suffocation,
-Poisoning,
-Infection and burning sensation on living tissues,
-Irritation and skin burns,
-Fire in the operational area,
-Increased intensity and spreading of fire,
-Explosion
c. For this reason, it must be ensured that the leaking hazardous material is
handled safely and securely, protective materials and equipment are complete and
in working condition, leakage cases are reported properly, leaking flanges,
connections and pipelines are checked, the leakage is eliminated and finally that
the leak area is cleaned professionally in accordance with the rules and regulations.
d. The methods and steps to be followed until the end of the process, including
cleaning the leak, are specified in the workflow chart below:
-The role of the environmental management unit on hazardous
substance leakage:
* Environmental Officer checks the situation at the leak site.
* In case of leaks and spills in serious quantities, the Safety Data
Sheet of the flowing / spilled hazardous substance is obtained before the leakage
is controlled.
* Environmental Officer will decide on the type of activity to be carried
out according to the hazard class of the hazardous substance and of its nature.
* If necessary, the fire truck is kept at ready.
* Leaking hazardous materials or contaminated wastes are removed
from the leakage area when they are ready to exit from the gates.
* Records regarding the leakage and the shipment are kept for access
when necessary.
* The area where the leak is first detected is also checked by the
Environmental Officer, and if environmental pollution has occurred, it must be
properly cleaned.
* If necessary, appropriate personal protective materials are used
during the operation according to the properties of the substance.
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* After the leakage is stopped, every area contaminated with the
leaking substance is cleaned properly, either by the emergency response
equipment of the facility or by an Emergency Response Firm, depending on the
magnitude of the spillage.
-General processes and requirements to be followed in case of
environmental pollution are as follows:

At the dolphin and in underwater pipelines:
Since Dolphin is not suitable for establishing a waste reception facility
due to its open structure, a "Waste Collection Exemption" has been
obtained from the Ministry of Environment and Urbanization, valid for
one year from the start date of the coastal facility operation permit.

At the terminal, the pumping station and on land pipelines:
* After the leak is detected, the scene of the incident will be
contained at first. The leakage area will be enveloped with a security strip to
prevent unauthorized personnel’s entry and the relevant units will be informed.
* Risks are determined by a risk assessment:
* The type of leaked or spilled material, its source and the amount
of the leak are determined. Safety Data Sheet of the hazardous material is
acquired.
*

Necessary

Personal

Protective

Equipment

is

provided:

Appropriate personal protective equipment and materials are obtained before
the leakage is intercepted.
* Where possible, leakage is limited and its spread is
prevented: In order to prevent the leakage from spreading around, it is
surrounded by barriers at first.
* If possible, the leak is stopped.
* The process of cleaning the leak is started: The leak is
never cleaned with flammable materials such as sawdust; Dry and neutral
absorbent materials such as absorbent kit, sand, and sorbent pads are used.
Absorption is done by adding absorbent material / substance on liquid spills. In
large spills, a border / barrier is created around it. The leaking / spilled material
is blocked from mixing with the soil, underground and surface waters.
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* Disposal of wastes: Packages in which hazardous
materials will be placed and sent for disposal must be UN approved. The cleaned
hazardous material is collected in suitable waste bags or boxes and sent to the
Temporary Waste Storage Area within the coastal facility.
*

In

accordance

with

the

Environmental

Law

and

Regulations on Waste Disposal, wastes are delivered to licensed hazardous
waste disposal facilities by firms licensed in transportation of hazardous wastes,
therefore removed from the facility.
8.9 Emergency drills and their records:
The emergency drills planned within the scope of the coastal facility practice
program will be made at the specified frequency. The drills will be recorded by
LIKIT PORT, distributed to the relevant participants, kept for 3 years and then
the records will be terminated.
8.10 Information on fire protection systems:
Emergency and firefighting equipment are as follows:
* Fire Hydrants
* Fire Extinguishers
* Fire Cabinets and Fire Hoses
* Fire Detectors, Emergency Lights and Tools to Break Glass on the
Operational Areas
* Electrical Fire Pumps
* Diesel Fire Pumps
* Miscellaneous
Emergency Response Equipment:
* List of Emergency Numbers
* Coastal Facility Fire Plan
* Emergency Safety Signs
* Emergency Sirens
Detailed information about the fire detection and fire response systems, their
facilities and capabilities are available in the LIKIT PORT Fire Plan. Fire Plan is in
Annex-5.
8.11 Procedures for approval, inspection, testing, maintenance and
operationalizing of fire protection systems:
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Emergency and firefighting equipment:
Fire Hydrants: Facility Directorate will keep a list of all fire hydrants.
Controls and tests will be done in three-month periods, monthly controls will be
performed, and their records will be kept.
Fire Extinguishers: A list of all fire extinguishers will be kept and made
through monthly controls. All fire extinguishers will have a label with the last
control date and identification number of the personnel performing the control.
Fire Cabinets and Fire Hoses: A list of all fire cabinets will be kept. Controls
and tests will be done in three-month periods, monthly controls and repairs will
be performed, and their records will be kept.
Fire Detectors, Emergency Lights and Tools to Break Glass on the
Operational Areas: Their maintenance will be performed according to the
maintenance schedule.
Electrical Fire Pumps: Their maintenance will be performed according to
the maintenance schedule. These checks are done weekly.
Diesel Fire Pumps: Their maintenance will be performed according to the
maintenance schedule. These checks are done weekly.
Other emergency equipment:
List of Emergency Numbers: Facility Directorate is responsible for ensuring
that the relevant departments and emergency phone lists are accurate and up to
date.
Coastal Facility Fire Plan: A copy of the applicable Fire Plan is at the
entrance of the administrative building. It is the responsibility of the Port Manager
or the relevant unit’s manager to always keep the fire plan up to date.
Emergency Safety Signs: Each department manager or unit manager is
responsible for ensuring that all safety signs are at the location of the unit to
which they are assigned.
8.12 Precautions to be taken in cases where fire protection systems do
not work:
When there is an urgent need emergency response and fire protection
systems do not work, the nearest team (Fire Station) will be informed by calling
the phone numbers written in Article 8.4.
8.13 Other risk control equipment
Firefighting at sea
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In accordance with the provisions of the "Regulation on Preventative,
Extinguishing and Rescue Measures to Be Taken Against the Fires That May Occur
in Land, Fires That May Occur in Sea, Docks or Coast That Can Spread to Land
or Fires That May Occur in Land That May Spread to Coast, Dock and Sea", in
case of fire in the coastal facility administrative area, all public and private
institutions aid in firefighting efforts. Fixed and portable fire extinguishers, first
aid units and equipment are kept in full, ready, and working condition in coastal
facilities.
Fire extinguishing activities that may occur in coastal facilities are carried
out with fire extinguishing teams equipped with the necessary tools and
equipment created in accordance with the relevant legislations. Firms engaged
in tugboat activities, with which LIKIT PORT has an agreement, also participate
in extinguishing activities in line with the instruction of the port authority.

9. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
9.1 Occupational health and safety measures:
a. All occupational health and safety rules are valid and strictly applied
in LIKIT PORT. 18001 Quality Management System is applied.
b. To be successful in this regard depends on understanding, accepting
and actively participating and applying the health, safety, security, and
environmental protection management system of the coastal facility. For this, it
is coordinated with the OHS unit and HMSC.
c. It should not be forgotten that other people, as well as the environment,
may be negatively affected by your work or mistakes. The following rules and
prohibitions should be observed in order to pay attention to these and not to
cause any unsafe incidents, accidents, or injuries:
* Alcoholic beverages and drugs are not allowed to be used in LIKIT
PORT.
* “SMOKING IS ABSOLUTELY PROHIBITED” within the borders of
LIKIT PORT.
* It is forbidden to use portable radio or other electronic devices,
mobile phones, headphones or similar devices and devices that do not have ex
proof feature in LIKIT PORT.
* The list below is the personal protective equipment that should be
used at the minimum level in LIKIT PORT:
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- Life jacket suitable for SOLAS
- Reflective vest or high visibility clothing
- Hard hat, safety goggles and chin protector
- Safety shoes
Symbolic Safety Signs
Symbolic safety signs are used to inform the people around or to indicate
instructions thanks to their size, colours, and appropriate symbols. Images and
pictures (pictograms) are used for practical solutions to problems encountered in
providing information for the purpose of health, safety, and environmental
protection, and especially to overcome different language barriers. This type of
signs is used for the protection of everyone:
* Do not ignore symbolic safety signs!
*Do not remove symbolic safety signs if you are not a person
authorized to do so as per your duty!
* Do not scratch, erase, paint or distort symbolic safety signs!
Prohibition signs
These symbolic safety signs are round, the background is white, the
circumference is red and has a cross strip. Pictogram is black, in the center of
the sign and below the diagonal strip. This sign means that something should not
be done.
Some prohibition signs, including but not limited to, are as follows.
Warning Signs
These symbolic safety signs are triangular, the background is yellow, and the
circumference is black. Pictogram is black, located in the center of the sign. This
sign warns of a specific risk or danger. Some warning signs are as follows, but
not limited to.
General info signs
These symbolic safety signs are square or rectangular in shape and the
background is green. Pictogram is white, located in the center of the sign. This
sign provides specific information. For example, the locations of certain facilities,
centers, emergency routes and exits, first aid and rescue equipment, etc. are
marked with these signs.
Fire Prevention and Fire Protection Signs
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These symbolic safety signs are square or rectangular in shape, the
background is white, yellow, and the circumference is red. Pictogram is red and
located in the centre of the sign. This sign indicates the location of firefighting
equipment and fire centres. A few examples of these markings used in the coastal
facility are given below.
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Permit to Work :
Permit to wok documents should include the following topics:



Details of the work to be done



Measures to be taken during the time of work



Circumstances of anticipated dangers
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Conditions of control measurements to be applied

A work permit should be used for works to be performed on matters not
covered by standard operational procedures. Work permit is required for routine
and non-standard works that are potentially risky and dangerous to be carried
out at the coastal facility and anywhere on the sea. Work permits are available
for different jobs. Work that requires a work permit, including but not limited to
the following subjects:



Works to be done in confined spaces



Hot works



Works to be done involving hazardous substances



Works to be done on or near the sea



Works to be done on pressurized systems



Excavations works throughout the terminal



Electrical works



Works at heights



Fuel and oil supply

In all non-routine work, all subcontractors and third parties cannot work
without a permit to work.

9.2 Information on personal protective clothing and instruction for their
use:
Personal Protective Equipment types, standards, places of use, usage
procedures to be used to protect employees from dangers in the work environment
and the dangers caused by the activities are as given in the "Procedures for Using
Personal Protective Equipment". The procedure in question is in the Annex-13. In
case of any emergency or spillage, work clothes resistant to acid, fire and static
electricity are used in dolphin dock and pump station.

10. OTHER ISSUES
10.1 Validity of dangerous goods certificate of conformity and
obligations to acquire documents and permits:
a. Within the framework of the Regulation on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods by Sea, coastal facilities handling hazardous substances must obtain a
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Dangerous Goods Certificate of Conformity. In case of temporary failure to comply
with the provisions of the relevant directive, it is obligatory to obtain special
permission from the Administrative bodies.
b. In LIKIT PORT; Chemical and similar liquid dangerous bulk cargoes are
loaded and discharged. In this respect, a Dangerous Goods Conformity Certificate
will be obtained within the framework of the Directive on obtaining a Dangerous
Goods Conformity Certificate.
10.2 Tasks defined for the Hazardous Materials Safety Consultant
(HMSC):
The duties and responsibilities of the HMSC are specified in the IMDG Code,
the Regulation on the Maritime Transport of Dangerous Goods and the HMSC
Notification. There are no other tasks other than these that are defined.
10.3 Matters regarding those carrying dangerous goods coming to the
coastal facility or leaving the coastal facility by road:
Dangerous goods are sent and received by road from the storage area. In the
process of receiving and sending dangerous goods by road, the principles of ADR
and the regulation on the transport of dangerous goods by road are valid. Within
the scope of ADR and the said regulation, the following issues must be complied
with.
 Vehicles (tankers) used in the transport of dangerous goods have ADR
certificate,
 Tanker driver to have SRC-5 certificate,
 Tanker driver and assistant must have received training on safe handling of
dangerous goods within the scope of ADR,
 Transfer of dangerous goods from storage tanks to tankers and from tankers
to storage tanks in accordance with the prepared safe transfer principles,
 Transfer of dangerous goods from storage tanks to tankers and from tankers
to storage tanks in accordance with the prepared safe transfer principles,
 Vehicle personnel involved in the transfer of dangerous goods and personnel
in the storage area use personal protective clothing and equipment that
protect against the hazards of dangerous goods,

There is no dangerous goods entry or exit to Dolphin by road. The dangers, threats
and attacks from land and sea and the measures to be taken regarding these are
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included in the coastal facility ISPS plan. Action will be taken against threats from
land and sea within the framework of the approved ISPS Coastal facility security
plan.
10.4 Matters regarding for those carrying dangerous goods that will
come to / leave the coastal facility by sea (lights and signs to be
displayed by ships and sea vehicles carrying dangerous goods at the port
or coastal facility, cold and hot working procedures on ships, etc.)
a. If a ship is actively participating in an operation or will participate in an
operation related to the transportation or handling of dangerous goods at the
coastal facility area, a special sign that can be seen both day and night will be
used.
b. The reason for using the day or night signal is to inform the maritime traffic
and personnel within the coastal facility area about the increased danger due to
the presence and handling of dangerous goods. The signals and signs to be used
are as follows:
* Daytime: "B" flag (taking, discharging, or carrying dangerous cargo) and
* Flashlight with red light without strobe that is visible from 360 ° at night
Cold and hot working procedures for ships carrying dangerous goods in the port:
a. Ships and other vessels that will perform degassing operations for the
purpose of maintenance or repair with hot and cold processes comply with the
provisions of the Regulation on the Construction, Modification, Maintenance, Repair
and Dismantling of Ships and Sea Vehicles published in the Official Gazette dated
21.12.2004 and numbered 25677.
b. Except for special cases to be permitted, hot work and gas freeing are not
allowed at the Liquid Kimya coastal facility. In cases where hot work is required,
"Hot Work Procedure" is applied, and "Hot Work Permit Form" is filled. The
procedure and work permit form given in the Annex-17/18.
10.5 Matters to be added by the coastal facility:
Prohibited activities:
The following restrictions in the port’s regulation will be followed.
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a. In the approach channels of the coastal facilities, in the breakwater opening,
in the berthing and mooring areas and in the anchorage areas; Fishing, sailing,
rowing or other water sports activities and swimming are prohibited.
b. Boats for sports, touring and recreational purposes must navigate in the
coastal facility area, within the area limited by the breakwaters and in the bays in
a manner that will not interfere with the activities of other ships and marine
vehicles and at a speed that will not harm them. The Port Authority determines
the appropriate speed limit in places and situations it deems necessary.
c. Except for the ships and marine vehicles that come to the buoy to be tied or
leave the buoy and those who are serving for the coastal facility services, no ships
or marine vehicles can pass between the buoys and buoy lines.
d. Ships and other vessels cannot be moored or berthed to places that do not
have a coastal facility operation permit and to places not operated or owned by
any institution / organization. However, the Administration may make temporary
arrangements for the facilities it deems appropriate in case of emergencies.
e. Ships and other vessels that have excessive trim, a dangerous list or at risk
of environmental pollution due to any damage as well as ships and other vessels
that are towing vessels that are carrying dangerous cargo without a license cannot
berth to the facility or leave it without the approval of the port authority.
f. It is forbidden to test life rafts and lifeboats by launching or releasing them.
Other matters subject to the permission from the port authority:
According to the Ports Regulation, the activities that are subject to the permission
of the Port Authority are listed below.
a. After the necessary permissions and approvals are obtained from the relevant
institutions / organizations, before the construction of the coastal structures and
the establishment of the fisheries production areas, the relevant persons obtain
permission from the port authority to start the activity.
b. It is obligatory to obtain permission from the port authority before buoying,
diving, seabed and underwater studies, seabed dredging and similar activities.
Ships and other vessels used in such activities show daytime signals with running
lamps and sound signals in accordance with the legislation.
c. It is compulsory to make a request for permission to the port authority at
least 15 days in advance for races starting from one port administrative area and
ending in another port administrative area, and at least 7 days before for other
competitions and activities.
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d. Racing and similar activities or other organizations cannot be arranged in the
port administrative area without the permission of the Port Authority.
e. Water sports to be carried out in the administrative area of the port are carried
out within the scope of the Tourism Intended Sports Activity Regulation and other
relevant legislation provisions published in the Official Gazette dated 23/2/2011
and numbered 27855. The officers of the port authority are reserved for ensuring
the safety and security of life, property, cruising, and environment related to water
sports for tourism purposes. Port Authority is authorized to make all kinds of
restrictions and to stop these activities, considering the safety and security of life,
property, cruising, and environment.
f. Unless permission is obtained from the port authority, no ships or marine
vehicles can board the ships and sea vehicles that are anchored in the coastal
facilities. Agency and supply engines, public ships, refuelling ships, water tankers
and coastal facilities service ships are outside the scope of this clause, and these
types of ships carry out their services in coordination with the coastal facility
operations within the knowledge of the port master.
g. Master of the ship or its agency, who will deliver fuel, oil, and water, notifies
the relevant port authority before the supply operation. Fishing boats and yachts;
They can board each other in coastal facilities, they cannot do double row mooring.
h. Ships and marine vehicles in the port areas requires permission from the port
authority for; repair, scraping and painting, welding and other hot work and cannot
launch lifeboat and/or boats or other maintenance work. If the ships and other
vessels that will have these works are at the coastal facility, they must coordinate
with the coastal facility operation.
ı. Coastal facilities located in the port administrative area notify the Turkish Naval
Forces, Office of Navigation, Hydrography and Oceanography about their locations
to be recorded on the relevant sea maps.
i. Ships and other vessels cannot change their anchorage areas without
permission from the port authority. However, those who are unable to stay where
they are due to adverse weather and sea conditions can leave their places and
anchor at safer anchorage areas. Those concerned shall notify the port authority
urgently. The regulation regarding the implementation of this paragraph is made
by the relevant port authority in places where there is a vessel traffic service
centre.
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k. Floating equipment to be used in the beach areas within the boundaries of the
port and coastal hotels, motels, holiday villages, in front housing estates, in the
sea areas up to 200 meters from the shore, to determine the boundaries of the
swimming area, will be determined by the relevant authorities and will be fully
installed between April 1st and November 15th of every year and preserved. Ships
and sea vehicles are not allowed in the designated swimming areas. The port
authority can make changes in the boundaries of the swimming area in terms of
cruising, life, property, environmental safety, and security.
l. Ship to ship transfer in the port administrative area is subject to the permission
of the port authority. Towing is done with the permission of the port authority
within the framework of the procedures and principles determined by the
Administration.
m. The mooring and anchoring needs and related regulations are made by the
port authority at each port, and the operating procedures and principles are
determined by the Administration.
n. Providing pilotage services to ships and other vessels that do not have
permission to berth to coastal facilities and, ships and marine vehicles without port
exit certificate or anchoring order are subject to the permission of the port master.
o. In regards of excursion boats that make daily trips; The issues concerning
mooring, accommodation and determination of cruise routes are governed by the
port authority, considering the waste collection and other services, and approved
by the Administration. The port master may impose restrictions on capacity, entryexit and use of the mooring and sheltering areas in case the capacity of mooring
and sheltering areas is exceeded.
10.6 Hazardous Waste Management:
Activities related to the temporary storage, disposal / recycling of all kinds of waste
generated as a result of the activities in the coastal facility will be carried out within
the framework of the principles and procedures of the Coastal Facility Waste
Management Procedure for the Terminal. In Dolphin, since dolphin is not suitable
for establishing a waste reception facility due to its open structure, a "Waste
Collection Exemption" has been obtained from the Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization, valid for one year from the start date of the coastal facility operation
permit.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS:
Abbreviations
ADR: European Agreement Concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous
Goods by Road
CTU: Cargo transport unit
EmS : Emergency Response Procedures for Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods
SDS: Safety Data Sheet
IBC Code: International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk
IGC Code: International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk
IMDG Code: International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code
IMO: International Maritime Organization
IMSBC Code: International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes
IOPP Certificate: International Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate
ISPS Code: International Ship and Port Facility Security Code
MARPOL: International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
MFAG: Medical First Aid Guide for Use in Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods
OCIMF: Vessel Inspection Questionnaires for Oil Tankers, Combination Carriers,
Shuttle Tankers, Chemical Tankers and Gas Tankers
RID: Regulation Concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by
Rail
ISGOTT: International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals
SOLAS: International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
HMSC: Hazardous Materials Safety Consultant
HMSA: Hazardous Materials Safety Agency
DEFINITIONS
Bulk Cargo: Solid, liquid, or gaseous substances that are intended to be
transported without containment in a ship’s tanks or silos, which are structural
parts of the vessel that can be located both on deck and/or inside.
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Handling: Operations performed for transporting the dangerous goods by
changing their location, transferring from large containers to small containers,
venting, separating, sieving, mixing, and renewing, replacing, or repairing cargo
transport units and packages, without changing their original characteristics.
Fumigation: Process of applying chemicals in solid, liquid, or gaseous form to a
closed cargo transport unit or ship's hold in order to destroy harmful organisms.
Coastal Facility: Docks, piers, buoys, platforms and anchorages, approach areas,
closed and open storage areas, buildings and structures used for administrative
and service purposes, the boundaries of which are determined by the
Administration, where the ships can safely exchange cargo and passengers or seek
shelter.
Hazardous waste: Classified as specified in the Basel Convention and whose
transport class and conditions are determined within the scope of SOLAS, are not
intended for direct use or dangerous goods or packaging and cargo transport units
carrying dangerous goods, transported to be disposed of by recovery, disposal,
incineration, or other means and refers to its parts, solutions, mixtures and used
packaging and cargo transport units.
Dangerous goods (Hazardous substances): Petroleum and petroleum
products included in Annex-I of the International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78), packaged substances listed in the
International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG Code), bulk materials with
UN Number given in Annex-1 of the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes Code
(IMSBC Code), the substances given in Chapter 17 of the International Code for
the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk
(IBC Code), the substances given in Chapter 19 of the International Code for the
Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Gas in Bulk (IGC Code)
and substances that have not yet been included in these lists but due to their
physical and chemical properties or their potential to damage life, property and
environment during their transport and their improperly cleaned packages and
containers are defined as hazardous substances.
Inerting: Pumping of inert gas in a tank with the objective of satisfying inert
conditions.
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ANNEX

:

ANNEX-1: Coastal Facility General Layout
ANNEX-2: Panoramic Photos of the Coastal Facility
ANNEX-3: Emergency Contact Points and Contact Information
ANNEX-4: General Layout of the Ares Where Dangerous Goods are Handled
ANNEX-5: Emergency Plan
ANNEX-6: General Fire Plan
ANNEX-7: Emergency Exits and Meeting Locations
ANNEX-8: Emergency Management and Emergency Response Teams Chart and
Contact Information
ANNEX-9: Hazardous Substances Handbook
ANNEX-10: Inventory of Service Vessels
ANNEX-11: Administrative Boundaries of the Port Authority, Anchorage Places
and Marine Coordinates of the Harbour Pilot Landing / Boarding Points
ANNEX-12: Emergency Response Equipment Against Marine Pollution
ANNEX-13: Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Use Procedure
ANNEX-14: Loading / Discharging Procedure
ANNEX-15: Hazardous Substance Incident Notification Procedure
ANNEX-16: Hazardous Substance Incident Notification Form
ANNEX-17: Hot Work Working Procedure
ANNEX-18: Hot Work Work Permit Form
ANNEX-19: Emergency Evacuation Procedure of Ships
ANNEX-20: First Aid Guide (MFAG)
ANNEX-21: EmS Guide
ANNEX-22: Ship Files
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